Chapter One

“Hey, Meghan!”
Meghan McCafferty paused in the hall just outside the front door to her apartmntapartment,
tension quirking between her shoulders. She didn’t let the tension stress show she never let the
tension show, which meant that someday her head was going to explode and she’d have no one
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to blame but herself. Danny always said he’d appreciate a few minutes’little warning before her
top blew so he could be outstay out of range. Danny thought he was a funny man.
A sultry voice drawled behind her, “Hey, Meghan!”
Megan Meghan finished locking the door, then turned to her neighbor, 3-B, who poised – or
posed, depending on how cynical you wereshe was feeling, and Meghan was feeling pretty
cynical – on tall muleson spiked stilettos and, a silk wrap in place by a carelessly tied belt. 3-B
was ecumenical in infamous for bestowing her favors, from what Megan had observed, and was
impervious immune to subtle hints that other people wore actual clothing when interacting with
their neighbors. Although Meghan supposed if she possessed 3-B’s attributes, she herself might
be more relaxed about keeping covered. Fortunately, 3-B conducted the bulk of her affairs
elsewhere, or she would have been too great a security risk and Meghan would have had to get
rid of her.
“How are you doing?” 3-B asked, her broad smile showing even rows ofshowing off
dazzling white teeth.
3-B had taken over the apartment from its former resident and had never changed the name in
the slot on the mailbox that corresponded with her apartmentit. This strategy would have made
more sense in a rent-controlled building where it might have saved her a fortune in rent
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increases, but this wasn’t one of those buildings. Danny called 3-B Marilyn Monroe, whom she
resembled; blonde and breathy, somewhat skinnier than the original model in congruence with
current standards of beauty, which diverged wildly with what was general reality. As did so
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many things. Meghan thought of her as 3-B, even though she’d read the security brief her
investigator had supplied after the apartment had changed hands. She was clear; that was all
Meghan needed to know. Her name wasn’t useful for Meghan to remember, so she didn’t.
“I’m fine,” Meghan said automatically. When she was younger she used to think the
expression of friendly interest was just that, friendly interest, but she hadn’t been that young in a
long time. She had learned to make the assumption that everyone wanted something from her
and the faster she found out what it was, the sooner she could move along. She glanced at her
watch. “Something I can do for you?”
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3-B clattered across the hallway to get a little nearer to Meghanher way, closing them in.
Meghan stepped back, verified lines ofwhile check for ways to escape. It would take her too
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long to unlock the apartment door but there were other options, just in caseif 3-B had a Glock
concealed up her butt. It was possible. Anything was possible. What should she do?
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Basic security, because even though 3-B had been cleared, Meghan had no way of knowing
if she’d been suborned yesterday or in any of the twenty-three days since the last security check.
It was possible., Anything was possible, although not, inin Meghan’s experience, usually not in
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a good way.
“I was wondering…,” here 3-B gave another winning smile, which would have been more
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effective if Meghan were susceptible to feminine wiles.
“Yes?I really do have to get going.” More impatient now, with another pointed look at her
watch, maintaining Meghan maintained awareness of her environment. It didn’t take long to
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learn how to adapt her daily living. She varied her routine, she randomly alternated modes of
transportation, she and constantly swept the horizon for trouble, but. She quickly discovered that
there was a limit to how easily you couldshe could outwit a neighbor who’d been lying in wait
forstalking you.her.
“You know I’m a dancer.” 3-B straightened her shoulders, thrusting twin cones of silicone in
Meghan’s direction. If Meghan remembered the briefing correctly, the dancing 3-B did was of
the mostly naked varietyher neighbor was a stripper, not exactly glamourous dancing. Not that
she Meghan judged. Life was what it was and you did what you had to do to survive it, and as
long as you didn’t wake Meghanshe didn’t get woken up in the middle of the night, she didn’t
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care how you went about it.it wasn’t her business.
“I got laid off.” Here the winning smile dimmed and after a brief struggle disappeared, and
3-B’s lower lip started to tremble.
“That sucks,” Meghan said. “I’m sorry to hear that.”
She was not without compassion. She knew what it was like to be laid off. In fact, that had

Comment [ER27]: If she is compassionate,
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been one of many painful learning experiences that had proved so valuable to her. Meghan
never forgot a lesson she learned the hard way. She was more than willing to learn lessons the
easy way, but for some reason that was never how they presented themselvesthey never
presented themselves that way.
“So, anyway –”
“I’ll let you know if I hear of any openings,” Meghan said, edging past 3-B andwhile
watching the woman’s hopeful expression fall into dismay. But Meghan was no longer
responsible for saving other people, and so she turned away.
Her neighbor continued with, “I was thinking –”
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“I’m really late. Have a great day.” She pushed past 3-B and hither way to the stairs.
3-B leaned over the rail and yelled, “I was just wondering if you could talk to the landlord!”
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Meghan froze midstep, spine turning . Her spine turned to ice. Slowly she turned pivoted on
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the stairs and met 3-B’s wide gaze with her one good eye (the fact that she had only one good
eye was the result of one of those many life lessons). “What do you mean?”
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“I heard you know the landlord,” 3-B said hurriedly, straightening up and pulling her robe
tighter around her, as if she’d realized she’d justrealizing she said something really

Comment [ER34]: No comma

wrongscandalous and was prepared to turn tail and run if it looked like there’d be trouble over it.
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Her bewildered expression would have amused Meghan if she’d been capable of being amused at
the momentshe was in a better mood at the moment. A smirk would leave 3-B would be asking
herself what she’d done wrong, frantically reviewing her words for a mistake with no clue
though she had no way of knowing why her requestwhat bothered Meghan so much.
Meghan calmed her voice despite knuckles whitening from gripping the rail. Forcing her
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voice to sound calm even as her knuckles whitened as she clutched the rail, Meghan asked,
“Where did you hear that?” she asked.
3-B opened her mouth, then shut it, then swallowed hard and said in a breathless voice, “I
don’t remember.”,” in her ditziest, most breathless voice and She then retreated quickly to her
apartment, slamming the door shut. Meghan fancied she could hear the bolts sliding all the way
inside her own apartment even from here home from here. She stared up at the closed door for a
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long moment.
Someone had been whispering stories about her. Meghan didn’t like that, though she
understood the reality that she couldn’t control it. Her heart started thundering out of her chest
just thinking about it. What did this mean? Anxiety kept her feet glued in the hallway despite an
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urge to flee. She focused her thoughts, reminding herself that What she had to do was make sure
it didn’t pose a threat to her.she was in charge of her own safety. But oh this woman, 3B, this
shell of a mysterious person who could wipe her out with one spike of a stiletto in her eye, oh
this woman.
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